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Severe weather damages athletic facilities
Two field light standards
topple in 70 mph wind
gusts Sunday night
by Joe Klein
core staff

A

line of severe thunderstorms
shook the St. Louis area late
Sunday night, causing damage
and power outages across the
region. At St. Louis U. High, high
winds caused significant damage
to athletic facilities on campus,
most notably two light towers in
the soccer stadium.
Shortly after 11:00 p.m. on
Sunday, tornado warnings were
issued for St. Louis City and surrounding areas. Torrential rain and
high winds—in some areas, up
to 70 mph—were commonplace,
while sporadic hail was reported
across the region. The greatest risk
came from the possibility of an
outbreak of tornadoes, and while
most tornadic activity was limited
to outlying areas, there were a few
close calls—funnel clouds were
reported over Concord Village

and the Lafayette Square neighborhood. Of the outage, Ameren
reported that 43,000 customers in
the area were without power; as of
Thursday afternoon, nearly all of
that power had been restored.
At SLUH, the most visible
damage was two toppled light towers at the southwest and southeast
corners of the soccer stadium.
According to the National
Weather Service’s St. Louis forecast office, wind gusts of 70 mph
were common in the area around
SLUH and likely contributed to the
towers’ collapse. One of the towers
toppled away from the track, landing on the fence separating the track
from the recreational field, warping
and bending that fence. The other
tower fell over the track and onto
the soccer field, shattering all of
the tower’s lightbulbs and blowing
shards of glass up to 200 feet away,
according to Director of Facilities
Joe Rankin. A limestone cap on
top of the wall backing the soccer
stadium bleachers was damaged
and will need replacement as well.
Rankin contracted two compa-
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by Patrick O’Leary
web editor

I

Commons, but the mixer coincides
with the week of preparation for
Cashbah so the location must
change. STUCO looked into the
Danis Field House as a substitute
location, but that idea was struck
down. STUCO then decided to
move the mixer outside, but the
location is yet to be finalized. Two
possible locations are the Drury
Plaza and the Oakland parking
lot. For the Oakland lot, all cars
would be moved out. There were
also some concerns about trees in
Drury Plaza.
There were also worries about
what would happen if there is bad
weather on the day of the mixer. A
consensus was reached that if only
light rain is expected, the mixer
would go on, but if heavier rain
or thunderstorms are expected, the
mixer would be cancelled.
Sophomore Kyle Krause proposed one of the athletic fields as
another possible location for the
mixer. The idea is under consideration.
Senior Joe Earsom, on behalf
of Pax Christi, asked to confirm that
this year’s Spring Fling T-shirts will
be fair trade T-shirts–which they
will be.
Junior Dan Gorla proposed
free admission to the mixer if you

n response to the growing
prevalence of tablet devices
and e-readers, St. Louis U. High
administrators and faculty have
been looking at the impact of
this new technology at SLUH. To
gain the knowledge necessary to
make decisions about using such
devices, the technology department borrowed an iPad from Apple
and has been lending it to faculty
members who have expressed
interest in the device.
Tablet computers and e-readers have exploded into the market in
the past year. Apple’s original iPad
sold 15 million units in just nine
months, and its new iPad 2, released
this past Wednesday, is expected to
sell 28 million in 2011. Around 7
million Amazon Kindles have been
sold since the release of the product,
and Barnes and Noble’s Nook has
had about the same success. With
even more tablet-style computing
devices entering the market, around
70 this year alone, it seems that they
will be a force in the future.
With this in mind, Principal
John Moran thought it would be
wise to begin evaluating some of
these options for use at SLUH.
“In X number of years—could
be one, could be five—I expect that
we’re going to be able to have all of
our textbooks and other books and
manuals that we use available in a
digital media format,” said Moran.
“If a student were to purchase all
of those materials on a Kindle or a
Nook or an iPad, or whatever that
reader was, and wanted to use that
in school, what would our response
be?”
In order to try to formulate
an answer to that question, the
technology department requested
a demo iPad from the school’s
Apple representative. The demo
unit is preloaded with K-12 focused
apps, which, according to IT Support Specialist John Haefele, is a
blessing and a curse.
“It’s a K-12 demo, so there’s a
lot of K-8 stuff as opposed to high
school-targeted stuff. … The demo
is kind of limited because there’s
not as much stuff that we would
necessarily use here,” said Haefele.
The technology department
has been lending the iPad to fac

continued on page 2

continued on page 4

This light tower in the soccer stadium blew over in 70 mph winds Sunday night.

nies, one to begin vacuuming all of
the glass from the shattered bulbs
from the field and track and another
to remove the downed structure.
By Wednesday afternoon, the
metal towers were gone, but the
vacuuming continued.

The two collapsed towers
rendered the fields temporarily
unusable. Unfortunately, the collapse occurred the night before
the beginning of the spring sports
season, forcing many teams to relocate their practices. Teams instead
continued on page 4

STUCO forum discusses Spring Fling mixer
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Student Body President Tim McCoy offers a point at the STUCO forum held Thursday.

by John Webb
reporter

S

t. Louis U. High’s Student
Council (STUCO) held a
forum Thursday during activity
period in 215C. About 40 people
attended the forum. A fire drill occurred early on during the forum,
cutting the allotted time in half.
The forum is normally held
in the Joseph Schulte Theater,
but was moved to 215C with the
hope that it would provide a more
inviting environment. Homeroom
representatives were required to
attend, but the forum was open to
anyone.

“I like the more intimate setting in (215C). … It’s easier to talk
to the guys instead of talking at
them,” said student body president
Tim McCoy. “I thought it went
well. Guys seemed to be very open
and felt more comfortable just sitting here.”
The first item of business
was to remind everyone of next
Monday’s blood drive. The drive
is targeted at eligible juniors and
seniors, and participants will receive a free T-shirt.
Next, this year’s talent show
was discussed. It is scheduled for
Sunday, April 3 with a tentative

TEACHERS TRY
OUT IPADS IN
FIELD STUDY

time of 4 pm. Last year, the show
was held on a Saturday evening,
the switch to a Sunday is to attract
a larger audience. This aligns the
talent show with Senior Follies,
which also has a Sunday afternoon
show. Sign-ups will take place in
the next couple of weeks and after
that tryouts will begin. All acts—
from music performances to comic
routines—are welcome.
The forum began to discuss
Spring Fling as the fire alarm rang
at about 9:50. The forum broke
up and resumed about 20 minutes
later. McCoy thanked everyone for
coming back.
“There will be no fires at
Spring Fling,” McCoy joked.
Spring Fling is scheduled for
Saturday, April 2, the day before the
talent show. Spring Fling itself will
not change much for the previous
year. There will be contests, games,
and raffle. As of now there is no
theme for this year.
Clubs were encouraged to
have booths for Spring Fling, as
proposed by junior Ben Hilker.
“If a club comes to (STUCO)
and would like to have a part in
Spring Fling, we’re a hundred
percent open to that,” said McCoy.
The Spring Fling mixer,
however, will take a new course.
Normally, the mixer is held in the
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SLUH Facebook garners 3,000 fans
Since its creation, the SLUH Facebook page
has gotten 2,775 likes on its posts. It’s used
to connect the SLUH diaspora. Page 2

Now on Twitter: Follow @sluhAD
Athletic Director Dick Wehner has opened a
Twitter account and is now tweeting about
goings-on in the sports world. Page 5

Notebook: Do I go to a jock school?
An identity crisis—is SLUH primarily an
athletic school? How does the rest of St.
Louis see us? Page 3

Speech team advances to league finals
The SLUH speech team had a strong meet
last weekend. The team enters the CISL
finals in the top position. Page 2

Racquetball wins State once again
SLUH Racquetball captured its seventh
State title in 10 years. The team now plays
Nationals on its home courts at Vetta. Page 5

Film: The rise and fall of Oscar
Film critic Michael Blair bemoans current
popular cinema and the way The Social
Network was slighted at the Oscars. Page 2
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SLUH connects with fans on Facebook
by Matt Cooley
core staff

S

t. Louis U. High’s Facebook page has
gained almost 3,000 fans since being
established about a year and a half ago.
SLUH’s Advancement office hopes that
some of those fans are students, parents,
and alumni they aren’t reaching through
other forms of communication.
Over the past month, Advancement officer John Penilla has attempted to post once
per day. There is no official policy of what
is posted; everything from athletic results to
the weather has showed up on SLUH’s wall.
“I think it’s neat,” said Penilla. “For the
last month I’ve tried to post something every
day, even if it’s something that isn’t all that
important in the grand scheme of things.
But people are passionate about this place,
and they comment on silly things, random
things.”
Recently, with the assistance of fellow
Advancement officer Ben DuMont, some of
the information on SLUH’s website has been
additionally posted to Facebook. Tabs on
the top of the page link to the Black History
Month advertisements produced by Assistant

Principal for Diversity Chip Clatto and give
information about donating to SLUH.
The idea of creating a Facebook page
for the school came when the advancement
department was working with Paradigm New
Media Group, which designed SLUH’s main
website. Representatives from Paradigm
suggested that SLUH explore the idea as a
way to reach people that complemented the
main website.
“It’s up-and-coming, easy to get out
little snippets of information,” said Penilla.
“It was a way to connect with people we may
not necessarily have mailing addresses for,
or e-mails. People might be interested and
look for us on Facebook, and that’s their
way to reconnect with the school.”
Penilla, who said he personally uses
Facebook extensively, began exploring the
idea of setting up a Facebook presence. At
first, the account was a standard personal
account, the type used for individual people.
This wasn’t ideal, said Penillia, so he considered other options, including commandeering one of the larger unofficial Facebook
groups which alumni had started. In the end,
he established an official Facebook page, the

type used for businesses and organizations.
Among the benefits SLUH gets from
having an official page is Facebook’s Insights service, which tracks the users who
visit SLUH’s Facebook page and “like” an
item. According to the service, as of last
Monday, the page had 2775 “likes” total. Of
these likes, 53.5 percent came from users
in St. Louis. The most “likes” came from
younger age groups: 573 from males 13 to
17 years old and 832 from males 18 to 24.
According to the Insights data, during
the month of February, SLUH’s posts were
seen in users’ news feeds 54,371 times.
SLUH’s impact in the Facebook world may
be extensive, but Penilla says it’s hard to
measure who SLUH is reaching through
Facebook that it couldn’t reach through
other means.
“While we can’t measure who it’s getting to that we may not regularly get to, the
fact that (people) are commenting … people
are just interested in the school, and that’s
the thing that we can take away from it,”
said Penilla. “They want to stay connected.”

on her chest. The pair were in the middle of
a campus tour when the symptoms began.
“We were surrounded by people I
didn’t know, and I didn’t want to worry my
daughter, so I just thought I’d wait to see if
it would go away. But I have taken several
CPR classes, and I knew these were classic
symptoms of a heart attack,” said Chott in
an e-mail to the Prep News earlier this week.
Despite her discomfort, Chott waited
until the tour concluded to seek medical
help. Because the campus health center
was closed, she got directions to the nearest
hospital, intending to drive herself. According to Chott, she began to feel dizzier and
had trouble walking as she neared the car,
and had to lean on her daughter for support
while she called 911.
Doctors at the Des Moines hospital verified that Chott had indeed had a heart attack.
Chott’s husband arrived late Saturday night
to be with her. While she was in the hospital,
Drake’s Director of Admissions paid two
visits, and the university did its best to keep

Chott and her daughter comfortable.
“The heart attack wasn’t really painful;
it was just a feeling of pressure and extreme
weakness,” said Chott.
Doctors have not reached a satisfactory
conclusion about the heart attack’s cause,
according to Chott, though it was likely not
the result of lifestyle factors.
“I eat the right foods, exercise regularly,
don’t smoke, am not overweight, didn’t have
high blood pressure, had good cholesterol
levels, and am not diabetic,” said Chott.
“I was proud of my good health, and fully
expected never to have any heart problems
at all.”
Chott has yet to see her regular doctor,
but expects to be back in the classroom fulltime as early as the start of next week.
“I’m feeling fine, but a little tired. I
don’t feel sore at all, but maybe a little
apprehensive, and more aware of how I’m
feeling at times,” said Chott, noting that the
apprehension will fade over time.

Chott recovering from heart attack
by Nick Fandos
editor in chief

C

hemistry teacher Kathy Chott suffered
a heart attack last Saturday while
on a college visit in Des Moines, Iowa,
with her daughter. Chott was hospitalized
after experiencing shortness of breath and
pressure on her chest. Doctors performed
an angioplasty and inserted a stent. Chott
was released from the hospital Monday
afternoon and returned to St. Louis shortly
thereafter.
Several members of the science department helped cover Chott’s four sophomore
chemistry classes this week. According to
department chairman Bill Anderson, Helen
McCormack covered Chott’s lone section of
qualitative chemistry. Anderson covered two
sections of regular chemistry. Chott’s final
section of regular chemistry was shared by
several teachers.
Chott was visiting Drake University
with her daughter on Saturday when she
began to feel dizziness and strong pressure

Speech team victorious, moves to finals
All participants place at least
second in last meet; CISL
finals to be held this weekend
by Jack Godar
reporter

T

he St. Louis U. High speech team
clinched the top spot heading into the
Christian Interscholastic Speech League
(CISL) speech finals with their meet this
weekend.
Though speech team moderator and
SLUH drama teacher Kathryn Whitaker
felt that the meet wasn’t one of the perennial powerhouse’s best meets, every single
contestant from the Jr. Bills placed at least
second in at least one of their rooms.
“We had a great meet … despite some
illness,” Whitaker said. “It wasn’t quite as
strong as the first meet.”
Senior veteran Patrick Smith delivered a
standout performance in the Original Oratory
division, garnering a blue ribbon and winning both of his rooms. Smith was pleased
with his performance and the performance
of the team.
“I was excited with how I did and I was
excited with how the whole team did,” said
Smith.
In the Duet division, junior Jordan
Bollwerk and Tom Blood also had a stellar
performance, earning a blue ribbon and

winning one of their rooms. Despite their
performance, Bollwerk did not feel that he
had his best performance, citing fatigue from
the Freshman Retreat.
“I don’t know if I felt if I was giving my
110 percent best this time around,” Bollwerk
said.
Blood, however, was extremely pleased
with the performance
“We are totally satisfied with our performance,” Blood said, “A blue ribbon is
always a good deal.”
Junior Christian Probst, like Blood and
Bollwerk, earned a blue ribbon and came
first in one of his rooms in the Storytelling
division. He was happy with his performance,
and said that he becomes more confident in
himself as he does more meets.
“The second or third meet is always
easier,” Probst said.
Junior Adam Hunn also had a blue
ribbon and won one of his rooms last meet.
Hunn competes in the Humorous/Serious
division. He said that he needs to work on
his diction and organizing the characters in
his speech.
“I need to work on making my voices
clearer,” Hunn said
SLUH’s stalwart performance in the
meet cemented their reign over the top spot
in the CISL standings, 20 points ahead of
the St. Joseph’s Academy team. Whitaker
is satisfied with SLUH’s position going into

the finals.
“We’re going to finals in the top position,” she said.
The members of the team are also
excited for the finals. Blood said that he
and Bollwerk plan to turn the second place
finish in their other room into a first place
finish. Junior Ben Hilker, who competes in
the Extemporaneous (extemp) division, is
ready for the finals meet.
“I’m excited for the finals meet,” he
said.
Smith feels that the team is very talented
this year, and has a good chance of winning
the CISL finals.
“I think that we have a pretty solid team
right now,” Smith said.

STUCO forum
held Thursday

(from 1)
went to Spring Fling’s daytime activities,
an incentive that was used last year. There
was hesitation about the proposal with this
year’s mixer being held outside.
Although the fire drill cut the time
short, McCoy was pleased with what got
accomplished.
“We touched on everything. Obviously
we would enjoy a little more time to sit and
talk over some of those intricate details,”
said McCoy.
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DOMINANT SCHOLAR
BOWL ADVANCES TO
DISTRICT TOURNEY
by Zach
staff

Rauschenbach

T

he St. Louis U. High Scholar Bowl team
is heading into the third phase of its
season after capturing first place in all but
one of its tournaments this year.
The team is led this year by seniors David Boll and Logan Hayward, who replaced
three graduating seniors last year and one
junior, Morgan Keefe, who moved to Texas.
The interesting aspect to this year’s Scholar
Bowl team is their ability to perform well
at tournaments as a team, and they are not
just led by a single individual, as is the case
on many other Scholar Bowl teams in the
area. This year, the team has been undefeated
except for the Villa Tournament, improving
over last year when SLUH only won two
tournaments.
The Villa Tournament featured some
very strong area schools as SLUH faced
off against the best competition they have
seen this year, including defending State
champions Ladue, who gave the Bills their
first loss of the season.
“It was more challenging than most of
our other tournaments have been because this
was a tournament that qualified for Nationals, so it drew some better teams. There are
teams like Priory and Ladue that don’t do a
lot of tournaments, but once they do, they
are our main competition because they are
just so strong,” said Hayward.
Eventual tournament champion Ladue
played SLUH twice during the competition,
winning both games.
Scholar Bowl moderator Frank Corley
credits the team’s success to several factors,
the main one being that at every competition,
SLUH has the depth to post two people in the
top five scorers for the tournament. The duo
of Boll and Hayward have been impossible
to stop against nearly everyone they have
faced.
“What we have always had at SLUH is
very well-rounded teams, and I like that. A
lot of times a team will have one crazy good
player and then have three people who sort
of take up space,” said Corley. “This year,
we not only have one player, Logan, who’s
consistently winning individual recognition, but David Boll, who is also winning
individual recognition. From week to week,
they are always in the top five competitors in
a tournament. We’ve got a one-two punch,
it’s like Pujols and Holliday it’s turning into
with those two.”
Hayward and Boll complement each
other well in their specialties. Boll excels
in the science and math categories, while
Hayward specializes in history and literature.
This year’s team has been helped by an
unexpected sophomore, Kieran Connolly,
who has impressed his teammates and coach.
“Kieran is very strong. He buzzes in
quickly, and, overall, he is very knowledgeable,” said Hayward.
“The kid has gone from a complete
unknown to, now, he is a sophomore on the
varsity team, and he is going to be the next
Logan Hayward. I mean, it’s unbelievable
how good this kid is,” said Corley.
The team faces tough District competition, and, unfortunately, has drawn Clayton
and Ladue for the tournament.
“We will give it our best shot and see
how it goes,” said Corley. “We know what
our competition is, and we know that we are
going to have to work hard.”

Congratulations!
Congratulations to science teacher Bill
Anderson, who became engaged to his
fiancée, Debby Powell, on Valentine’s
Day!
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Notebook

Beggars Banquet: The rise and fall of Oscar
by Michael
film critic

I

Blair

think this past Sunday, as I yelled at the
television while I watched the Oscars,
was the first time I’ve ever known the
Rolling Stone’s song “(I Can’t Get No)
Satisfaction” to be about anything more than
sensuous strife. I was upset. Not even the
split layer chocolate cake I had on a plate in
my lap could help. This was between me and
a comparitively downright unworthy The
King’s Speech and, even more, a downright
lame production of the Oscars. The hosts
were bland, the films winning awards were
bland, the music was bland—everything
was bland, and the taste began to transfer
to my end piece of chocolate cake.
There was one delicious moment,
though, in the otherwise stale ceremony,
and that was Randy Newman’s acceptance
speech for Best Original Song for his work
with Toy Story 3. Newman held the stage
with his hobbled stance and tangled white
hair—part rebel, part sage. At one point
during Newman’s supercharged, actually
entertaining acceptance speech, the camera
cut to the audience for its decidedly tepid
reactions to the musician’s verbal yarns.
“Gosh, they look like they’re dying out
there,” my mom retorted (our whole family
was gossiping all night, watching this Sunday
programming with missionary zeal).
“I think they’re already dead,” my dad
replied.
Newman wrapped up under the kind of
smooth-jazz-orchestral swoop they arranged
for this year’s you’ve-spoken-too-long music, and stepped off the stage and back to
his life in the real world. (He’d played the
Sheldon in St. Louis two days before. I was
there. He wasn’t wearing makeup.)
And the show went on, as it tossed off
awards to Tom Hooper (The King’s Speech)
for Best Director and the night folded in favor
of the Anglo-chic teleplay of inspirational
success despite overwhelming odds, set in
the backdrop of World War II (The King’s
Speech, and possibly every other British
film). And as it all sludged on, I thought
more and more of Mick Jagger singing
those words: “I can’t get no satisfaction.”
And later: “When I’m watching my TV/
And a man comes on to tell me/How white
my shirts can be…”
It’s not as if the Oscars are ever any good,
or that a film has to win an Oscar for us to
consider it great many years later. Steven
Spielberg, the presenter for this year’s Best
Picture award, made an excellent point: the
losing films in the category join a list that
includes Citizen Kane, Vertigo, and Raging
Bull. Actually, Citizen Kane (1941) was virtually snubbed by the Academy (every time
the name Orson Welles was mentioned, the
audience started to boo), Hitchcock’s Vertigo
(1958) was an utter financial disaster and
was actually only nominated for Art Direction and Sound, and Martin Scorsese had
to wait 25 years after Raging Bull (1980)
to win anything at all.
What all these films also share, though,
are the qualities that should, justifiably, make
up the stuff of a Best Picture Oscar. Some
great films, most of the best ones, are usually
so far removed from commercial Hollywood
that we would never even think of honoring
them with an Academy Award.
Think of Jean-Luc Godard’s Pierre Le
Fou beating out The Sound of Music for the
Best Picture of 1965. Woody Allen’s win
for Annie Hall in 1977 remains a unique,
progressive wine-stain on the Academy’s
white tuxedo shirt of winners—Allen, of
course, dislikes Los Angeles and has never
attended an Oscar ceremony in his life.
But Citizen Kane, Vertigo, and Raging
Bull are the kind of work the Academy typically looks to reward. All three are technical
and narrative rule-breakers yet remain within
American studio genres and forms—Kane is
an intriguing mix of film noir and gangster
genres, Vertigo is a detective story with a
murder mystery wrapped inside, and Raging

by
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Conor Gearin

How Hollywood needs to learn to start Identity crisis:
worrying and love The Social Network

Bull is a daring reimagining of that oldest
and most familiar of genres: the boxing
picture. (If you think the boxing film is dead
today, remember this year with The Fighter,
two years ago with The Wrestler, and a few
more years back with Cinderella Man and
Million Dollar Baby—all boxing movies,
all Academy Award–nominated.)
These movies, now often regarded as the
three best American films of all time, all do
groundbreaking work within the historical,
filmic context from which they derive—they
are both innovation and homage, the works
of auteurs and the contributions of genre
stylists. Because of this, they are more than
timeless great films that we can still watch
and enjoy today, they are also forever linked

man being communicates with the world as
it stands. He has become a kind of de-facto
revolutionary—the recent Egyptian revolt
gained its stamina and support through
Facebook and other networking sites.
Zuckerberg’s Harvard and early Facebook days were also all about rebellion
and a quest for a kind of unattainable freedom—away from uptight institutions and
expectations. But now he owns the world,
and we start to wonder how much “Randy
Newman” Zuckerberg has in him after all.
Was the revolution thing just artifice after
all? Is he a Chairman Mao, a revolutionary capitalist—a twenty year-old empire
builder? Or is he simply some misguided
kid who’s been acting out of greed and jealCARTOON BY TOM FIELDS

This cartoon does not necessarily represent the opinions of the Prep News or St. Louis U. High.

to the time and place which they depict and
in which they were created. This production and innovation will always matter in a
historical context as well as an artistic one.
Which is why, even though the Oscars always
suck, there is no excuse for the Academy to
nonchalantly pass the statuette off to The
King’s Speech instead of The Social Network.
But what are you gonna do—log on
to Facebook to let the world know such a
cosmic aesthetic wrong has taken place?
It’s an alienating feeling, and one that the
artists behind The Social Network, the tale
of the origins of Facebook, are well aware
of. It is, in the end, a feeling of complete
unsatisfaction—to allow your plights and
gripes to be transmitted to harmless 11-point
type, just one more blip in some impersonal
person’s scrolling-mouse mini-feed—your
attacks wedge themselves in between other,
maybe even equally valid complaints, about
the reduced-fat taste of this year’s batch of
Girl Scout Cookies and the absurdity of
nightly BC Calculus homework.
Ultimately, too, The Social Network is
a film about a guy who just “can’t get no
satisfaction.” What was the prickly startup
story of Facebook after all? Was it about a
lovesick guy out to harm his old girlfriend—a
scheming Mark Zuckerberg who’s “not an
asshole,” but is “trying so hard to be one.”
Or is it about friendship, especially male
friendship, and the costs of its betrayal for
power and status? Mark screws over his
best friend and business partner, Eduardo
Saverin, for opaque, maybe even jealous
reasons. Or maybe it’s all simply about
one man’s innovation—Zuckerberg’s own
betrayal of his own self through the creation
of a virtual social world that is just as brutal
and exclusive as the real one that alienated
him in the first place.
Maybe it is all of these, and more. It’s
definitely fair to say, though, that by the end
of the film, Mark Zuckerberg is certainly
not satisfied. He’s climbed to the top and,
more important to him than his own ego
and identity, has created something that will
define and change the way nearly every hu-

ousy—someone with a whole lot of growing
up to do still, but also someone who is still,
like anyone else, just looking for connection
and friendship and love?
The film ends with its own version of
“Satisfaction,” the Beatles’ “Baby You’re
A Rich Man.” (Apparently, writer Aaron
Sorkin and Director David Fincher are more
Beatles guys than Stones guys). The key lines
here are: “How does it feel to be one of the
beautiful people? / Now that you know who
you are, what do you want to be?” This is the
ultimate question for Mark Zuckerberg (and
maybe all the film’s techno-literate viewers
as well), and a question of alienation and
belonging, past and future, fate and will.
It’s also, perhaps, a fitting question to
ask the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences after another predictable year of
awards wish-washing and self-importance.
The King’s Speech was a very good film and
Colin Firth’s Best Actor acceptance speech
was charged with sincerity and grace, but
where does the Academy really want to go?
With things like Facebook taking over our
imaginations, where are movies themselves
going to go?
We’ve had a brief hint of this in the past
year, and it’s clear that movies have to start
adapting as well as defining exactly what
they are and why they are made. Today, a
SLUH student is more likely to spend his
night watching interesting, quick-paced
Internet videos for free—videos that were
most likely made for free themselves—
rather than dish out his dough to go see a
hundred-million dollar piece of contrived
and formulaic hogwash. What’s clear this
year is that the best films are the ones that
have been going down new paths, but also
defining those paths as they go. Movies are
certainly the most glamorous and expensive
of art forms, but they’re also one of the very
youngest, one with an immeasurable amount
of potential still to be explored.
And this year was no exception in innovation, except that most of the best films
were made outside of Hollywood and outside
continued on page 4

Do I go to a
jock school?

I

dentity crises are natural occurrences;
I’ve experienced a few. Yet I never
expected to have an identity crisis over
whether SLUH is a “jock school.”
For three years, it was an unthinkable
thought—as far as all-boys high schools go,
SLUH seemed to be the most supporting of a
diversity of interests and the least inclined to
give athletes preferential treatment. A huge
spectrum of clubs and activities provide
niches for nearly every student—students
can shun (or get cut from) sports but still
find a peer group by joining Scholar Bowl,
the Dauphin Players, a publication, Science
Club, or many other groups.
But then a couple years ago my newspaper moderator, like the persistent inner
voice of doubt, began pointing things out.
Every time we had a mandatory all-school
State championship assembly or pep rally,
every time we put anything to do with sports
on the front page, he would throw down the
challenge, the unthinkable thought—“jock
school.”
I thought the idea was bizarre in a couple
ways. For one thing, the moderator has an
excellent vantage point to observe how microcultures thrive at SLUH, such as the one
in the Prep News office; not separate from
the rest of the school but not dominated by a
“mainstream” culture either. He should have
known that there is no single culture that the
student body adheres to; that the school is
a mosaic of clubs and groups, with lots of
overlap, instead of predominantly athletic,
art-oriented, or academic.
For another thing, who decides what a
jock school is? There’s no Jockiness Index.
There’s no Sport Obsession pH Scale. There
is extreme subjectivity in deciding on the
definition of a jock school, so anyone can
really say they think SLUH is or isn’t a jock
school without empirical evidence.
I didn’t really take the idea seriously
until the matter came up and I found that
my own mother thought SLUH was a jock
school once at dinner. The dinner table discussion decided that essentially all schools
large enough to field highly competitive
sports teams were jock schools. We settled
on the idea that SLUH is a less jocky school
among jock schools, which I could at least
live with.
I will admit that there is a body of
evidence that would seem to suggest a preoccupation with sports at SLUH—the mandatory pep rallies and State championship
celebrations, the massive hype surrounding
football, soccer, or hockey games, the 700
students who plays sports, the extra gym.
(Though we may call it “the Commons” and
no longer use it for athletics, any student from
another school would be happy to explain to
you what that large, gym-like building is.)
We have a massive amount of the school’s
real estate devoted to athletics: we have two
tracks, a wrestling room, a basketball court, a
baseball field, a football field, a soccer field,
an upper field, and a field field (for lack of
a better name for that vast expanse of grass
that some teams practice on.)
But at the same time, not every school
has a huge theater with loge seating, a newspaper office, a writing lab, studios for radio
and TV, two chapels, and four art studios.
I’m wary of pointing to the high ACT averages and the number of 36s as evidence of
an academic focus. Sometimes it seems like
this is a way of turning academics into a
sport, capable of being scored. Real learning
has no score, no numeric record for skill.
Nonetheless, I think a thriving academic
and non-sport extracurricular community
exists alongside the sports teams. Sports
and non-sports activities often get equal
continued on page 4
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Faculty explores potential use of iPads
(from 1)
ulty members upon request. Several faculty
members have participated in evaluating
the device, including math teachers Dan
Schuler, Kate Hochmuth, and Dan See,
theology teachers Christopher Keeven and
Rob Garavaglia, psychology teacher Marge
Schmidt, Learning Resources Coordinator
Connie McDermott, and English teachers
Steve Missey and Terry Quinn.
Other faculty members, including social
studies teacher Bill Brown, theology teacher
Diego Navarro, and art teacher John Mueller,
have also offered some feedback based on
their experiences using their own personal
devices. Comments were mostly positive or
indifferent, according to Director of Information Technology Jon Dickmann.
Comments ranged from “My kids
thought that it was a fun toy” to “This could
possibly save people money in the long run
with cheaper textbooks.”
In terms of the device itself, most thought
that it was a neat tool. Schuler mentioned
that it was nice and portable, a sentiment
affirmed by Quinn and others. All agreed
that it had very cool applications on it and
could be useful in some ways.
Haefele mentioned a possible application in the theater. The light board in the
theater supports a remote management unit,
which allows someone to be on stage and
focus the lights with a remote such as the
iPad.
“(Theater technician Tim) Moore is very
interested in trying that out. … There are
things like that where we can see specific
potential,” said Haefele.
See mentioned a few possibilities for
the device, such as using a graphing calculator app on it instead of normal calculators,
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Art teacher John Mueller explores his iPad.

having interactive textbooks, or plugging a
science probe into it to collect data in a lab.
Moran and Schmidt mentioned that the
calendar app would be useful. They liked the
possibility of keeping track of appointments
for speaking with a teacher or due dates for
assignments.
“You can keep all of your appointments
on there for when you have to come talk
to Ms. Schmidt or when you have an extra
credit opportunity. I thought, what a great
way of organizing,” said Schmidt.
While many faculty members thought
that the iPad or another e-reader device may
be an important avenue to look into pursuing,
others were skeptical.
Schuler raised a concern that students

News

or faculty members may become “absorbed
in it.” He also added that people ought to
look beyond the novelty of the device to
thoughtfully consider its practical uses.
Schuler said, “I just want to invite people
who are really excited about it and want to
get it and want to use it to move beyond the
‘this is new and fun and exciting’ phase and
decide if this is something that is really going
to drastically change my life. Is it worth all
of the time I am going to put into using it?”
Quinn also had reservations. He mentioned that although the iPad could be useful
to look up background information on a
text in class quickly, these applications had
flaws. For example, if students had the font
size set differently on their device, he could
say “turn to page 198” and it would be in
different places for each.
“Some people having this e-reader as
their textbook, that started to feel sloppy,”
said Quinn. “That’s just one extra layer of
hassle that we have to go through to do the
work that matters most to us, those kinds of
close reading conversations that are always
demanding that we look back at the text.”
After getting many comments by faculty
who have used the device, the technology
committee, headed by See, thought it would
be prudent to create a process for evaluating
new technology evaluation form. Although
not finalized, the evaluation contains four
major categories: ‘How will it affect the
network?’, ‘What sorts of resources will we
need to support this?’, ‘Does it fit in with
Ignatian ideals?’, and ‘Will it aid in teaching
and learning?’.
According to See and Moran, the goal of
evaluating this technology is to be proactive
and be prepared to make decisions about
future policies.

The Social Network was snubbed
Is SLUH a jock
school?
(from 3)
attention. The same night that the SLUH
basketball team played Chaminade and Brad
Beal, the Dauphin Players performed White
Christmas. Both events had capacity crowds.
Unfortunately, if there is an idea out in
the community that SLUH is indeed a jock
school, then it doesn’t matter what I think.
The loose definition of what a jock school
is means that if people think SLUH is a jock
school, then it is a jock school, and there’s
nothing I can do about it.
In the next Notebook installment I’ll
collect some opinions from the community
to see whether or not there is such a perception of SLUH out there.

(from 3)
of America. “We are living in a golden age
of international cinema,” writes A.O. Scott
of The New York Times, in between articles
about the death of film criticism. And with
nationalities and cultures blurring together
now in our plugged-in world more than ever,
it makes sense that the art of cinema has
exploded around the world. The question
is if institutions like the Oscars, and even
Hollywood itself, are ready to acknowledge
this golden age, to allow themselves—like
their best films allow of their characters—to
really change.
What’s most potent, and most tragic,
is how classical a Hollywood film The
Social Network really is. It’s updated and
innovative (like Facebook), sure, but it’s
also as formally dramatic as Sydney Lumet’s courtroom drama, 12 Angry Men, and
its screenplay is written with characters in
mind more than moral lessons. If anything,
it’s a starkly formal film—a tight story with

interesting dialogue and characters (in Hollywood, the story is always first and most
important), an intriguing genre setting, and
a tweak and homage to the conventions to
important films of its kind from the past.
The Social Network is also a unique
and, in our time, unprecedented collaboration between two of Hollywood’s giants:
screenwriter Aaron Sorkin and Director
David Fincher. At their best moments they’re
like Lennon and McCartney circa “Baby,
You’re Rich Man”: each artist’s own unique
sensibilities and ideas push and pull, and
eventually mix in a way that creates something entirely new. And these are the days
of Rubber Soul and Revolver, where our
protagonists are still young and searching
for love and identity, and our films are still
compressions of formal, classical technique.
Where, after all, will the Academy and Hollywood be a few years from now when Sgt.
Pepper’s is released?

ties were not spared in the storm. Sheridan
Stadium was also moderately damaged. An
awning was ripped off of the press box, and
the windscreen and some netting were also
damaged due to high winds. Cleanup will
begin on Saturday. However the damage will
not be detrimental, according to Rankin, as
the field was still considered unusable even
before last Monday’s storms because of this
winter’s heavy ice and snow.
Pole vaulting equipment and the high
jump pads were lifted and blown away, and
damage occurred to some SLUH-owned facilities on Wise Avenue. A warehouse, which
SLUH currently leases to Bay Insulation,
suffered a blown-out wall, and windows at
the St. Louis Steel Erection Company building, which SLUH uses as a warehouse, were
destroyed.
The main building, however, was mostly
spared. Aside from some steel tiles which
damaged the theater roof, which has already

been fixed, no damage occurred. The power
briefly went out at the Danis Field House,
but it was back on by Monday morning.
Repairing these facilities comes at
a price, currently estimated at roughly
$75,000, although Rankin called the cost a
“conservative guess.” The school’s insurance, however, will cover most of the repair
costs, aside from a small deductible.
According to Secretary to the Assistant
Principal for Student Life Marla Maurer, 80
to 100 students arrived tardy on Monday, a
stark contrast to a typical day, where fewer
than 20 students are late. Mauer attributed
that to many lane closures across the area;
most notably, Big Bend Boulevard was
completely closed in Clayton due to downed
power lines hanging over the road. Various
other intersections and lanes were impacted,
either from debris in the roadway or downed
power lines.
Even after the conclusion of school on

Facilities suffer storm damage
(from 1)
in Forest Park or on Compton-Drew’s field.
The track around the football field was used
as well.
SLUH rents out its athletic facilities to
various organizations, such as Scott Gallagher Soccer Club, in the evening, and
they were unable to use the field as well
this week. The ultimate goal, according to
Rankin, is to ensure that the field is usable
by this afternoon.
Even after the field reopens, the lack of
those two towers will not prevent any evening
sports activities. Tests of the remaining light
structures and the scoreboard took place on
Wednesday, and were successful–the remaining lights will be sufficient in providing
lighting for the near future.
“We don’t want to assume that the two
poles are the only things that got damaged,”
said Rankin.
While the most detrimental damages
occurred to the lighting fixtures, other facili-
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Conversation of the Week

Kevin Demoff:
Speaker at FatherSon Banquet

by Nate Heagney
core staff

Kevin Demoff, the Chief Operating Officer
for the St. Louis Rams is this year’s FatherSon Banquet speaker.
Nate Heagney: Hello Mr. Demoff. First off,
I just want to say thanks for taking the time
to answer a few questions.
Kevin Demoff: Sure, no problem. I’m
happy to do it.
NH: So for those who might not know, what
exactly is your role with the St. Louis Rams
organization?
KD: I have a lot of titles, but basically I partner with (head coach) Steve Spagnuolo and
(general manager) Billy Devaney to help sign
players, make long term decisions regarding
personnel and work together to build the best
possible roster. Then, on the other hand, I
oversee all of the business operations of the
team. I kind of have a hand in the finances
of the team, the ticket sales, marketing and
such decisions.
NH: Can you talk about what it’s like to
go through this rebuilding process with the
Rams, going from winning only six games
between 2007-2009 and then coming within
one game of the playoffs this last year?
KD: It’s been great. St. Louis fans have so
much passion for the Rams and for all sports
teams, really. But to see the joy football
can bring, especially this past season, was
really enjoyable. Hopefully, we’ll be able to
produce such a great brand that we can take
the team to new heights.
NH: You’re coming to speak at the FatherSon Banquet, and your dad was a very wellknown NFL agent. Can you talk about what
that was like and how he helped you get to
where you are today?
KD: I think subconsciously I wasn’t aware of
what I was learning from him in childhood,
picking up how to work in the business of
football. Football is a family business and
my father really set a great example for me.
My father was the ultimate role model, the
ultimate hero, the ultimate best friend. It was
an honor to work in the same space as him.
His legacy was so respected, is so respected.
He has been such an example in regards to
integrity and how he represented our family.
NH: What would you say to SLUH students
worried they won’t be able to watch their
Rams this year because of a possible NFL
lockout?
KD: I fully expect this fall the Rams fans will
pack the Edward Jones Dome to cheer on our
team as we get the NFC West championship.
Whatever the agreement, it will be fair to
players, owners and most importantly fans.
We look forward to playing games this fall.
NH: Where would you say the team is in the
NFL draft process (The draft is April 28).
Have you identified any need or are you still
in the evaluation process?
KD: We’re still evaluating. We’re looking for
good players and then we’ll go from there.
NH: Thanks for your time, Mr. Demoff.
KD: Thanks, Nate. I Look forward to Sunday.

Oscar Competition
The Prep News is pleased to announce
junior Peter Myers as the winner of
this year’s Film Club/Prep News Oscar
ballot competition. Myers chose the
winner in 17 of 24 categories, outscoring
film teacher Mark Cummings. Myers
wins an DVD of his choice and The IQ
Challenge.
Monday, the intersection of Kingshighway
and Manchester Road was operating on a
flashing-red signal, slowing down many
students’ commutes home.
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RACQUETBALL WINS STATE

Team in the midst of National competition this week
by Fritz Simmon
reporter

I

was really proud of how our guys pulled
through and won State,” head coach Joe
Koestner said after the St. Louis U. High
varsity racquetball team captured the State
championship last Saturday.
Every SLUH player went into the day
with a No. 1 seed in his respective bracket
and received a bye to the semifinals. Since
everyone won his first match handily, all
SLUH players advanced to play for a coveted
individual State championship.
Seniors Luke Hellwig and Aaron
Heisohn reunited once again as SLUH’s
doubles team, and the two seniors came out
in strong form and played like they had at
the beginning of the season. Hellwig got the
team off to a great start by hitting precise
ceiling balls and pass shots.
Though Hellwig’s performance was
good, it was Heisohn who sealed the match
for the team. Heisohn hit non-returnable
serve after non-returnable serve while mixing
in a good number of pinch shots. Knowing
that this would be their last chance at State,
they put on a dominant performance and
won State, 15-7, 15-3.
After the match Hellwig said, “My
injured groin held up, Aaron’s injured ankle
held up, and we worked together well as a
team.”
The doubles performance was followed
by another outstanding performance from
junior No. 6 seed Jack Mohrmann.
Mohrmann said, “After going undefeated in the regular season, I knew I could
do well in State. The things I had been
“

working on all year started clicking, and I
played exactly how I wanted to.”
Mohrmann won State with a 15-6, 15-4
victory.
After Mohrmann’s typically phenomenal performance, junior No. 5 seed Fritz
Simmon was able to catch the third State
championship of the day. Simmon started
off slowly but turned the match around and
won State, 15-8 15-7.
Junior Rob Laurentius seized the fourth
consecutive State title of the day. Laurentius
suffered no problems in his State match.
Laurentius rolled over his opponents by
allowing only eight total points in the two
matches.
Senior No. 3 seed Joe Murray extended
the pattern and won SLUH’s fifth and final
State title of the day. Murray’s play was
beyond superb. His spectacular pass shots
allowed him to defeat his opponent easily,
15-3, 15-2, and earned his first State championship medal.
SLUH’s day finished with two second
place finishes from No. 2 and No. 1 seeds,
junior Joe Koch and senior Nick Schmidt.
Koch controlled the front of the court and
forced his opponent to use only ceiling balls
early. Though he let his performance slide
near the end of the first game, Koch still
won, 15-14.
During the second game every thing
flip-flopped though. Koch’s opponent started
to take command of the center of the court,
and Koch’s only defense was the ceiling ball.
Koch dropped a close second game, 15-13.
The match then went into a tiebreaker and
things took a turn for the worse for Koch,

who tired out and skipped almost every other
shot. Koch fell 11-8.
Schmidt finished off the day with a
match for the ages against Parkway West’s
Logan Hershenow. Hershenow went into
the year as the favorite to win State but lost
some close matches throughout the course of
the season—including one to Schmidt—and
was given a No. 3 seed in the tournament.
However, Hershenow is known for stellar
performances in tournament play, which
Schmidt knew.
Not long into the first game, Schmidt
found himself down 14-9. Schmidt persevered though, and came back to win the
first game 15-14. This allowed Schmidt to
go into the second game fired up.
Hershenow did not let this loss get to
him, though. Hershenow kept Schmidt in the
back of the court during the second game
and took a 15-10 win.
This sent the match into a tiebreaker.
With almost no energy left, each only hit
half-lob serves and then usually followed
with lots of ceiling balls. Schmidt realized
he could not kill or pinch the way he wanted
to, so he decided to try and pass Hershenow.
This strategy worked for a little while, but in
the end Hershenow pulled out an 11-5 win
in the No. 1 seed State championship.
After the match Schmidt said, “It might
have been the best match I ever played, but
he played even better. If I had to lose to
somebody I would want it to be him.”
SLUH’s five individual State wins allowed them to easily capture their seventh
State Championship in the last 10 years.
continued on page 7

Hockey falls to FHC in semifinal game, eliminated

by Nathan
core staff

H

Rubbelke

ead coach Charlie Busenhart called
it “one of the best seasons ever,” but
with St. Louis U. High semifinal elimination to Francis Howell Central (FHC), the
team still did not reach it’s season goal. The
disappointment is not a product of SLUH
arrogance, but rather a sign of the hockey
program’s success over the past few years,
and the current senior class’s contribution
to the current era of SLUH hockey.
Similar to game one of the series, the
Jr. Bills came out playing timidly. SLUH
watched FHC skate up and down the rink.
About five minutes into the game, SLUH created a rhythm, developing both an effective
defensive and offensive attack. The game
remained scoreless at the end of the first
period. Although SLUH out-shot FHC, the
Spartans had just as many close scoring opportunities as the Jr. Bills. Senior goaltender
Justin Ragland stood on his head, stopping
everything that came his way.
The Jr. Bills gained the momentum
in the second period. Midway through the
period, SLUH failed to connect on a number
of crucial goal chances. At the 7:30 mark,
junior forward Daniel Warnecke exploded
for a fast break, but was tripped before he
could fire a shot. SLUH would fire off another open shot before losing the puck. Just
30 seconds later, senior forward Matt Potter
created an open-ice breakaway, but his shot
hit the post. SLUH fired off three more shots
in the offensive drive, but never found the
back of the net.
With under a minute remaining in the period as SLUH was advancing the puck, FHC
intercepted a pass near their own blue line.
FHC’s Brennan Anderson stormed down the
ice, shot and scored to give the Spartans a
1-0 lead heading into the intermission.
“We weren’t too down,” said junior
forward Trent Lulow of the late goal.
The late goal shifted the momentum to
FHC heading into the final period.
The Jr. Bills never recaptured the momentum in the final period of play. Strug-

gling to execute their offense or structure
productive scoring opportunities. Two FHC
goals in the final six minutes of the game
wiped away SLUH’s Challenge Cup hopes.
In the final minutes of the game, SLUH
played exasperated, and slugged its way to
the final buzzer. In the end, SLUH watched
FHC celebrate its Challenge Cup finals berth
with the 3-0 victory.
It was the first time SLUH had been shut
out all season. The loss put the Jr. Bills’ final
record at 19-7-1.
“It was just one bad pass and two bad
bounces,” said Warnecke of the loss.
Busenhart felt the same way, citing the
Jr. Bills’ shots on goals and solid defense:
“We played really well, but we were just
snakebit.”
Though the team finished the season
earlier than they had hoped, the Jr. Bills
still saw the season as a great success. For
the fifth straight season SLUH advanced to
the Challenge Cup semifinals, establishing
itself as a yearly Challenge Cup contender.
The Jr. Bills showed throughout the season that they could hang with any team. The
only blemishes on the season were an early
season 11-2 loss to CBC and a midseason
come-from-behind loss to Lindbergh.
“We overcame some obstacles during
the season, like being shorthanded many
times,” said Busenhart.
Five of the seven losses came to CBC
and FHC, who will face off against each
other next Tuesday for the Challenge Cup
championship. Three of those losses were
by just one goal, with each game-winning
goal coming in the third period.
The Jr. Bills look for another solid season
next year, hoping to contend for their first
Challenge Cup championship. SLUH loses
seven seniors, leaving much of the team
intact. Despite this, the Jr. Bills lose three
of their four core defensemen and Ragland.
Junior Thomas Place is expected to play
between the posts next season.
“We will need the underclassmen to step
up,” said Lulow, referencing the loss of senior
defenders Pat Judge, Jackson Hoffman, and

Jimmy Berger.
Busenhart feels confident about next
year’s team, saying they should be one of
the top seven or eight teams heading into
next year with a lot room to improve as the
season progresses.
“Being a young team, our scoring should
increase,” said Busenhart.
For the seven seniors, their SLUH
hockey careers are over. While they never
got the desired Challenge Cup championship, they came closer than any class before
them. The senior class made semifinal appearances and played in the Challenge Cup
their sophomore year, losing to CBC.
“We’ve come a long way since our
freshman season,” said Berger.
Berger, along with a few other of the
seniors, hopes to extend his hockey career.
He is looking into playing high junior level
next season and into the possibility of taking
a year off of school. While the game will
be the same, he knows it won’t be like his
playing days at SLUH.
“I’ve had a lot of fun here and it’s a little
weird (that it’s over),” Berger said.
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@sluhAD Wehner
now on #twitter
By Nathan Rubbelke
core staff

F

ollowing Dick Wehner is not an easy
task. The St. Louis U. High athletic
director is a busy man. Whether he’s at a
sporting event, teaching sophomore theology, or coordinating an upcoming game,
the man is on the move and hard to track.
But following him just became a whole lot
easier. Wehner recently created a Twitter
account, allowing him to update scores and
SLUH sports information using the social
media outlet.
Wehner created his Twitter account in
early February under the username sluhAD.
The development of a Twitter account was
the latest act in Wehner’s technological renaissance. The catalyst for Wehner’s recent
technology buzz came from an athletic director’s conference he attended in December.
Before the conference, Wehner considered himself to be in the electronic “stone
age.” He still owned a flip phone and didn’t
even know how to open a text message. While
in Orlando for the conference, Wehner attended a seminar on technology. One of the
speakers, a fellow athletic director, noted that
her iPhone was her most valuable tool as an
AD. When Wehner returned to St. Louis, he
immediately headed to a local phone store
and bought an iPhone.
It wasn’t until early February that
Wehner decided he wanted to start tweeting. Wehner went to his daughter Monica to
learn how to use Twitter. Monica works at
John F. Kennedy High School and runs its
Twitter account. In just a day, Wehner and
his daughter had his Twitter account up and
running.
“Thank God for my daughter,” said
Wehner. “She really deserves the credit for
setting it all up for me.”
Wehner is very excited about the ways
he is able to use Twitter. Using his iPhone,
Wehner can tweet score updates right from
his seat at SLUH sporting events.
“Say I am out at Soccer Park. No longer do I have to go somewhere and make a
call on the hotline to give an update,” said
Wehner. “I can just pull out my phone and
instantly update the score (via Twitter).”
Wehner has already gotten positive
feedback about his account.
“I had a guy e-mail me saying thanks
because he looked all around for the hockey
score, and then he found it on my Twitter,”
explained Wehner.
Wehner has also used his account to
congratulate fellow Metro Catholic Conference teams on their advancement in the
playoffs and also for personal use. Last week,
Wehner let his followers know that it was
his son Kevin’s 21st birthday.
Wehner currently has 80 followers and
has made 64 tweets since registering his account. He has been very enthused about the
success of his Twitter account thus far.
“It just goes to show that you can teach
an old dog some new tricks,” said Wehner.
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Sophomore Stephen Lordo fires one of SLUH’s 43 shots on goal in the Jr. Bills’ 3-0 semifinal loss to FHC.
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Senior wrestler
Espen Conley
begins comeback

After a three-month hiatus following a
broken leg, senior wrestler Espen Conley
wrestled for the first time Wednesday.
He drilled for about 30 minutes in the
Danis Field House with junior captain
Will Whitney, watched by head coach
Jon Ott. Conley hit about 30 takedowns
at moderate speed, about 10 turns, and a
few escapes. The practice was fairly light
compared to one of his normal workouts,
but he was still happy to get back in the
practice room.
“It felt great,” said Conley. “I missed
it.”
Conley was injured at the Parkway
South Tournament in early December.
Lindbergh junior Michael Slyman forced
him off the mat as he struggled for an
escape, and Conley slipped and broke his
fibula.
Conley said that his leg felt tight, as
he had not stretched it in a while.
“(My) leg felt a little weak, but the
strength will come back over time,” he
said.
Conley is hoping that he will return
to full strength in three weeks to a month.
For now, though, he will continue to drill
moves without going live.
“The only thing (my doctor) told me
I couldn’t do was go live, like wrestle a
legitimate match, yet,” he said.
In April, Conley’s goal is to return,
wrestle in freestyle tournaments, and
prepare to wrestle in college, ideally at
the University of Missouri-Columbia.
“I don’t think I’ve gone that long
without wrestling since I started,” Conley
said.
—compiled by Mike Lumetta, Sports
Editor

Wrestling team battled injuries, gained experience
by Clark
reporter

DeWoskin

T

his wrestling season, a young team of
Jr. Bills fought through an up and down
season, and succeeded at times in spite of
their inexperience. The season was made
all the more difficult by the loss of senior
152 State contender Espen Conley. Despite
the team’s struggles, junior 145 and captain
Will Whitney made his first trip to the State
tournament and gained valuable experience
at the end of the season.
The Bills compiled a dual meet record
of 6-4, including wins over Metro Catholic
Conference rivals DeSmet and Chaminade.
The team also finished fifth in the Ray Doney
Ritenour Invitational as well as fourth in the
Vianney Tournament.
The team hit a midseason rough patch,
though. The Jr. Bills struggled at the Spartan
at DeSmet, where they finished 11th. Junior
160 Joe Mungenast, who finished fourth, was
the only wrestler to place at the tournament.
At Rockwood summit, no wrestler finished
in the top four, and the team finished only
12th at MICDS.
“This year I thought had some low spots,
especially at the Spartan and the Rockwood
Summit tournament,” said Whitney.
Following the injury to Conley, a broken
leg suffered in a match against Michael Slyman from Lindbergh at Parkway South in
the first tournament of the season, only two
seniors remained in the starting lineup: 140
Hans Brende, in his first year as a varsity
starter, and 215 John Brusati, whose season
was shortened by an ankle injury. The team
had to rely on strong performances from
juniors and underclassmen to hold up and
compete throughout the season.
Conley was ranked first in the state at
the time of the injury, which was a major
setback for the team.

“(I) can’t look back at this year without
regret that our best wrestler couldn’t compete. This was the year we were looking for
our first State champion, and the fact that
Espen couldn’t compete hurt,” said head
coach Jon Ott. “But the guys impressed on
their own even after that setback.”
“It was challenging for many sophomores to step up to the varsity level, but
they gained valuable experience that will
only make them better,” said junior 135 and
captain Nick Danter.
Many of the sophomore wrestlers
struggled, as six sophomore starters compiled a combined record of 57-117 before
the District tournament.
Ott echoed Danter in saying experience
is key for the younger wrestlers.
“A lot of the young guys took early
beatings. But they kept at it and improved,
more so than I usually see,” he said.
Sophomore 130 Jack Flotte, who
wrestled to an 18-20 record before Districts,
knows that with experience, he and his teammates will see more success.
“You have to lose tough matches to
get better,” he said. “You can win or lose
if someone makes a minor mistake, and
experience makes it less likely to be you.”
The team was led throughout the season
by juniors, particularly captains Whitney
and Danter, as well as Mungenast. Each of
the three finished the season with nearly 30
wins, and will be returning next year with
high hopes.
“Going into this season, I was a bit
scared of how it would unfold, but I put in
a lot of work in the offseason and all of it
paid off,” said Mungenast. “I went from not
winning a single match last year to my record
this year. I may not have ended my season
like I wanted to, but it’s for that reason that
I will and am beginning to train for the next

Underclassman Wrap-Ups

BBBasketball
ends 14-8, fought hard to get better
H
by en utchison
reporter

I

n a season that sophomores Jack Walsh
and Matt Clohisy called “up and down,”
the St. Louis U. High B basketball team
(14-8) had many strong moments, boding
well for the varsity next year.
The team had a great start to the season
with three straight wins to clinch the victory
of the Southside Classic at St. Mary’s. It
looked like a season with high potential, but
the team lost its first regular season game to
rival CBC by a big deficit.
The team had some disappointing losses
in the Metro Catholic Conference this year
after losing only three MCC games total on
both freshman teams last year. They ended
the year 3-5 in conference play.
Sophomore guard Anthony Heumann
said, “The season was up and down, but
overall it was a good time. We had some
good wins.”
The team had big wins over Chaminade,
St. Mary’s, and Kirkwood this year, but they

could never pull together a string of wins to
go on a run. However, they never lost more
than two in a row either. The team had great
chemistry that stemmed from head coach Tim
Rittenhouse, never let their losses get them
down, and fought to get better day after day.
Sophomore small forward Ryan Trenter
said, “The team never gave up this year.”
The Jr. Bills changed their defense
around throughout the season from man-toman to 2-3 zone quite often. This kept MCC
teams on their heels, because they never
knew what defense SLUH would come out
in.
Sophomore center Brian Howard
dunked for the first time in his career this
season. Of the experience, Howard said, “It
was like an out-of-body experience. I felt
like I was watching myself and my rippling
biceps soar towards the golden cylinder.”
Howard’s dunks were just what the team
needed at points in the game to get them
going and pumped up. He was a key player
this year, as he was able to draw defenses

inside for some easy three-pointers from a
number of guards, including Walsh, Trenter,
and sophomore Mike Simon.
Two promising young stars were freshman guards Charlie Nester and Austin Sottile, who both started almost every game for
Rittenhouse. Nester played point guard, and
was very quick with his hands on defense
and could pass the ball very well. Sottile
was a shooting phenom. He was a player
that could shoot lights-out and was an opponent’s worst enemy. He had a team season
high 23 points against Chaminade this year.
Both played so well that they were playing
for varsity by the end of the year.
Even though the early high expectations
were let down, Rittenhouse still enjoyed
“the relationships that he formed with the
players,” calling them his favorite part of
the year.
The team looks to make a strong transition to varsity next year.

Unfortunately, though, the Bills didn’t
win any of their next four games, drawing
with Francis Howell Central, Oakville, and
Eureka, and losing to Vianney.
Sophomore forward Andrew Zeiss said,
“It felt like we were digging ourselves deeper
into a hole, but we really pulled together in
practice and made it through.”
However, those were the only loss and
ties the team had all year. The Jr. Bills cruised
easily through their remaining schedule,
including an impressive win over CBC’s JV
squad, 7-0, and qualified for the JV South
Cup playoffs.
Zeiss attributed the success to the team’s
offense. He said, “When we get the puck
behind the other team’s goal line, we move
it so well that no one can stop us.”

SLUH dominated Lafayette and
DeSmet in the first two rounds of the playoffs. This brought the Bills to the JV South
Cup championship game, pitting them in a
rematch against Vianney. The Bills, hoping
for some redemption as Vianney was the
only team to beat them this year, defeated
the Griffins 3-1, with goals by sophomore
forwards Cole Tarlas and Michael Cella, as
well as Hoffmeister.
The Jr. Bills look to bring their talent
to varsity next year. This year’s graduating
seniors will leave seven slots open.
Sophomore forward Eric Effinger said,
“The fact that our team did so well can only
show how good the program will be in the
future.”

JV hockey caps winning streak in the JV South Cup
by Justin Sinay
Reporter

T

he JV hockey team had an extremely
commendable year, going 14-1-3,
ending the season on a nine game winning
streak, and capturing the JV South Cup.
They started the year against their Jesuit rival DeSmet, beating them by the slim
margin of 2-1.
Sophomore forward Drew Brunts said,
“It was good to start the way it did, it ended
the way it started.”
The Jr. Bills beat their next four opponents by a combined total of 18-0, and
defeated Marquette 4-3 thanks to a last
minute goal by freshman forward Christian
Hoffmeister. It appeared as if the Bills were
headed for a really hot streak.

March 4, 2011

season already.”
With a lot of hard work over the offseason, a young team will be able to come
a long way before next winter.
“Next year we can have an awesome
season as long as everyone focuses on
improving strength, conditioning, and
technique as well as gaining experience on
the mat. We have the potential, but we need
as many wrestlers as we can to show up to
the offseason workouts and camps to truly
make use of that potential, especially with
such a young team heading into next year,”
Mungenast said.
Whitney was the only wrestler to qualify
for State this year, and he will be looking to
return next year and medal. He also is hopeful that the team as a whole will continue to
improve.
“The team did well this year,” Whitney
said. “We were really young and made a lot
of little mistakes that cost some kids some
matches, but for having such a young team,
we did well and next year I think we will be
pretty good.”
Danter wasn’t overly excited about his
continued on page 8
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JV 1-1 Racquetball

Saturday, February 26
Second place at Boys JV1 State
Championship
Finishing the season 9-1, the Jr. Bills
took their game into the state tournament
last weekend. After many tough matches,
most of the division finals were inevitably
between SLUH and Parkway West. Junior
Mike Fotouhi was the only one to win his
division while most others came in second.
That was enough for Parkway West to take
the JV1 state championship with SLUH
finishing second.
—Stephen Deves

JV 1-2 Racquetball

Saturday, February 26
Ninth place at Boys JV1 State Championship
Only three JV 1-2 Jr. Bills competed for
SLUH at State. Unfortunately, only two of
them advanced to the quarterfinals where
they fell.
—Eric Mueth

JV 2-1 Racquetball

Saturday, February 26
Second place at Boys JV2 State
Championship
JV 2-1 took second place in the JV2 division with a score of 220, 125 points behind
division winner Parkway North. Juniors
Jeremy Compton, Luke Hagerty, and Jack
Sellman and senior Nick Lewchenko (seeds 2
through 5, in that order) all took second place
in their brackets. Junior No. 1 and captain
Ryan Shea, recovering from an injury, was
unable to play in the tournament.
—Nick Lewchenko

JV 2-2 Racquetball

Saturday, February 26
Sixth place at JV2 State Championship
Senior Marc Fernan finished as the runner
up in the JV2 No. 1 bracket, and two of his
teammates finished with quarterfinal finishes
to boost SLUH enough for a sixth place finish.
—Eric Mueth

JVD Hockey (11-3-2)

Saturday, February 26
SLUH 4, Kirkwood 0
Sophomore forwards Ben Modde and Joe
Walsh scored for the Jr. Bills in a blowout
win over the Pioneers of Kirkwood.
—Jack Kinzel
Monday, February 28
Fox 3, SLUH 1
Sophomore defenseman Phil Bundren tallied
SLUH’s only goal in just their third loss of
the season.
—Jack Kinzel

Sports
Basketball battles through rough 10-18 season
March 4, 2011
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by Nate Heagney
core staff

T

he SLUH basketball team opened its
season with a blowout win, defeating
Affton in the Southside Classic back in
December, a 31-point laugher in which
SLUH doubled the Cougars’ score. However, the laugher to open the 2010 campaign
proved to be an outlier rather than a sign,
as easy wins, or wins of any kind, would
prove hard to come by for a SLUH team
that finished 10-18 and 0-8 in the Metro
Catholic Conference play.
Whether a victim of a tough schedule,
bad luck, or an inability to close out games,
the team struggled to come up with a big win
all year, losing all eight conference games
for the first time in the Coach Ross era.
“I think we were a little too laid back. I
think that it cost us. I didn’t expect us to be
overly serious. But I think that joking got
in the way of us competing at times,” said
junior forward Daniel Schmidt.
SLUH entered the year having to replace
seven seniors from last year’s team, including
four starters. Though this kind of turnover
is coming in high school programs, it is rare
to see a team of inexperienced players enjoy
too much success the following year.
Unfortunately for SLUH, the other MCC
schools didn’t undergo the roster changes
that SLUH did, leading to a brutally tough
conference that Ross once referred to as “the
best conference in Missouri.”
Three MCC schools—CBC, Chaminade, and DeSmet, were ranked in the
top 10 of the St. Louis metro area large
school rankings for nearly all of the season.
Chaminade, to whom the Jr. Bills lost to three
times, including the District semifinal loss
that ended the Jr. Bills season, is currently
undefeated and ranked in the top 25 nationally.
But regardless of the competition, the Jr.
Bills undeniably failed to live up to its goals,
which included a tournament championship
(SLUH did not win any of the three entered)
and winning 20 games.
“It was a little bit of a letdown. We had
goals at the beginning of the season that we
didn’t meet and that was disappointing,” said
junior guard Matt Clark.

T

he St. Louis U. High rifle team concluded its home season with two dual
matches against Montgomery Bell Academy from Nashville, Tenn. Although the
sophomores yet again posted high scores,
it wasn’t enough for the win, as SLUH fell
by 21 points in the three-position match and
by 30 points in the international air match.
Coach Will Bresnahan said of the weekend, “It was two tough losses this weekend
to one of the best teams in the country, but
the real story was sophomore Matt Rudolf,
who recorded the third-highest score ever
as a freshman in the three position match.”
Rudolf led the team with a perfect 200
prone round and a total score of 581 in 3-P,
which was good enough for the individual
championship in a field of 19 shooters in the
first match match.
Rudolf was proud of his score, yet is
determined to continue to improve.
“It’s a huge honor to be ranked into the
top three sophomore shooters that SLUH has

Senior Sam Hill and the SLUH crowd celebrate after a successful possession against Chaminade Feb. 18.

But Clark went on to say that he really
enjoyed the team, despite its struggles.
“I had a great relationship with my
teammates. I had a lot of fun. There were
some close, exciting games. I had a lot of
fun with my teammates,” said Clark.
The season did include several fulfilling
wins, such as a double overtime win over
Whitfield in the Clayton Tournament and
a convincing win over Ladue in the first
round of District play. But it will be more
likely remembered for its close losses, like
a heartbreaking double-overtime loss to
DeSmet on the Spartans Senior Night and
a last-second loss to CBC at home.
Clark said that closing out tight games
was the biggest problem for the Jr. Bills.
“We had trouble finishing games. There
were a lot of close games where we were up
in the fourth quarter,” said Clark.
The Jr. Bills figured to enter the season
with size as their number one advantage, as
seniors Mo “The Show” Oginni, expected to
be the team’s star entering the season, and
Zak Otten had more height than the tallest
players on most teams, standing 6’8” and
6’9” respectively. Their size, coupled with
the shooting prowess of senior guard Sam
Hill, figured to provide a lethal inside-outside
combo.
While all three of those players had
games where they displayed their talent,
the senior trio had trouble putting those
strong games together. Oginni in particular
struggled early in the year with the added

attention he was getting, before piecing
together several very strong games at the
end of the year.
“We definitely didn’t all put it together
at the same time. Some quarters one of us
would play really well, and then we’d cool
off. It was kind of annoying to be honest,”
said Hill.
The star player from the team proved
to be Clark, who led the team in scoring as
the squad’s point guard.
Led by Clark, and aided by the benefit
of a weakened District next year, the Jr. Bills
hope to not only win some conference games
next year, but also make some noise in the
State tournament.
Clark, along with junior forwards
Schmidt and Jack Kelley, who both started
for the Jr. Bills at various points throughout
the year, look to be the experienced ones
beating the other younger MCC schools.
“We should have a pretty good year,
especially in the MCC, where a lot of teams
are losing players. We have a lot of juniors
so I hope we have some senior leadership,”
said Clark.
Schmidt said of the team’s goals in
the MCC: “Our goal should be to come in
at least third in the MCC and go .500 in
conference. I want to be judged by how we
play in conference. The team two years ago
finished with a good record, but only one
win in conference.”
Ross called up two freshmen guards,
continued on page 8

ever had. However, there’s still a lot of room
for improvement, and I expect to do exactly
that in the next two years at SLUH.”
Rudolf is in good company on the alltime sophomore list with one of the shooters
ahead of him being Dan Hermsmeier,’10,
who currently attends the University of
Memphis and recently made the NCAA
national rifle match as a freshman and was
all-conference in Conference USA.
Rudolf was joined in the 3-P match by
senior captains Dylan Stahlhuth and Joe
DeMaro who posted scores of 572 and 561,
respectively, and sophomore Luke Brooks,
who posted a score of 550 to round out the
SLUH varsity shooters. The four combined
for a score of 2,264, but that was not enough
to topple mighty Montgomery Bell Academy,
whose shooters combined for a total of 2,285
points.
SLUH’s second match was an international air match consisting of four 100-point
rounds. Rudolf again led the varsity squad
with a score of 374 out of 400, good enough
for third place among 10 shooters. Rudolf
was again joined by Stahlhuth, DeMaro, and

Brooks, who shot for scores of 357, 355,
and 351, respectively. The four shooters
combined for a score of 1,437 in the international air match, falling to Montgomery
Bell Academy’s score of 1,467 by 30 points.
Rudolf said of the match, “As far as the
team, it seemed like we put forth our best
effort—our shooters were right where they
should have been, for the most part. MBA
just shot better.”
The SLUH-MBA rivalry has been
SLUH’s most fierce. With so few Missouri
rifle teams, the two teams will face each
other sometimes two or three times a year,
with SLUH’s final home match always a dual
match versus MBA. With a win this year,
MBA has strung together two victories in a
row in the rivalry.
Stahlhuth called the loss “a disappointing loss, yet an opportunity to see the
advancement of our team as a whole.”
While this loss was very disappointing, especially for the seniors in their final
home match, the match proved hopeful and
spotlighted the up-and-coming sophomores
who will shape the future of SLUH rifle.

confidence going into the tournament after
taking State this past week.”
Koch agreed with Murray, saying, “Joe
Murray has a great shot at winning division
three, and if Schmidt and I steal some wins, I
think we might have a real chance this year.”
Nationals started Wednesday and will
come to an end Sunday afternoon. All
matches will be held in St. Louis at Vetta
Sports Concord and the MAC West.

So far SLUH has gotten first-round
singles wins from seniors Hellwig, Heisohn,
Nick Lewckenko, juniors Kevin Landgraf,
Will Powers, Mohrmann, Simmon, Jeremy
Compton, Michael Fotouhi, and sophomores
Lorenzo Crim, AJ Cirillo, and Patrick Mulligan.
Koestner said of the tournament, “Nationals is going to be a fight.”

Racquetball wins State
(from 5)
Koestner said, “While I was hoping to
sweep State, the overall performance was
absolutely fabulous.”
This win allows SLUH to go into Nationals with high hopes. The team knows
that it stands a decent chance of winning
its fourth National Championship in the last
nine years.
Murray said, “I think we have a lot of

One-on-One
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Basketball coach
John Ross

by Nate Heagney
core staff

Rifle is outshot by rival Montgomery Bell Academy
by Joe Esswein
reporter
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I sat down with SLUH basketball coach
John Ross to talk about his tenure as coach
at SLUH. The coach just finished his 10th
season at the helm for the Jr. Bills.
Nate Heagney: You’ve been coaching
SLUH for 10 years now. What stands out
to you in your tenure as coach?
JR: Just how much you grow as a coach with
your X’s and O’s, with your experiences, with
just your amount of games at a high level,
and how you react, how you learn from how
you’ve reacted in times past, how you deal
with parents, how you deal with players,
how you deal with media, how you deal with
administrators. After you do it for a certain
period of time, you learn how to deal with
certain situations. Looking back, there are
some things I would have done differently
in the past.
NH: Yeah, on that note, can you talk about
how you’ve changed as a coach?
JR: That’s a good question. It would probably be easier to ask guys that I’ve coached,
guys that I’ve worked with. I just feel like
strategy-wise I’m much more prepared now
to prepare a team for a game, for a season.
When we do drills, I feel like our players
are getting more instruction than maybe I
knew 10 years ago. You’re always trying
to learn; you’re never going to be perfect.
That’s your goal—you always want to be
better for the next day, for the next game,
for the next season, whatever.
NH: What do you try and establish as
your hallmarks as a coach? What do you
want one of your teams to be known for?
JR: My number one goal is that you try and
get kids that are good teammates and you
try to convey to them what it takes to be a
good teammate, to be a good member on a
team. And you hope that if you’re able to
do that it’s going to be a good experience
for everybody. You always run into issues
with playing time in basketball, and that’s
a difficult issue to deal with. But you hope
to create an atmosphere where guys are just
happy to be part of the team. The one thing
that I’ve tried to do is to get everybody to
understand that the one thing you can do is
be part of the team. There are other little
things you can do like blocking out and
handling the ball and shooting and things
like that, but your number one goal is to be
a good teammate.
NH: You’ve coached at a lot of different
places. What would you say is unique
about SLUH and about SLUH players?
JR: I guess one of the biggest differences is
that we have a lot of guys that graduate from
St. Louis U. High that can graduate and play
college basketball, but instead they choose to
go to a bigger, more illustrious college that
they can’t play at because of the academics.
With some of our athletes, they like being
an athlete, but academics are so important
to them that they would give up an athletics
career at a smaller school. Whereas at the
other schools I’ve been at, if a kid could’ve
played somewhere, anywhere, he would’ve
been there in a heartbeat. It’s not a positive
or negative. I just think the frame of mind
here is academics first. That’s the biggest
difference I’ve seen. And again, I don’t see
it as a negative at all. These guys are true
academics and they’re true student-athletes.
NH: Does that academic focus ever make
it hard as a basketball coach?
JR: Well that’s the thing. I was talking to a
college basketball coach about some of our
players and he mentioned that our kids have
a lot of options, whereas some other kids,
basketball is their out. That is their one option. A lot of our guys choose those academic
options over those athletic options. Because
our guys have so many choices, maybe they
won’t, and I don’t mean this as a negative,
won’t give everything they have to their
continued on page 8
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Tornadic Activity

Service learning retreat moves to Centenary Church
by Adam
reporter

Thorp

T

he Community Service Retreat that St. Louis U. High
has sent students on for the last several years will be
reincarnated this weekend as the Service Learning Retreat.
The retreat will be held at the Centenary Church’s outreach
center, known as the Bridge, and will focus on educating
participants on the issues of poverty and homelessness. The
trip will run from Saturday morning to Sunday evening.
The Manresa Center, the former site of the retreat,
was “booked pretty solid,” according to Campus Ministry
coordinator Nick Ehlman, who planned the retreat.
The Centenary Church is an Episcopal Church established in the 1820s in downtown St. Louis. The website of
The Bridge, the church’s outreach program, states as its
mission, “providing a sanctuary for homeless and at-risk
persons in St. Louis.”
The Bridge provides 3,000 meals to the homeless each
week. In two bunk rooms able to house ten people, the Bridge
often welcomes overnight groups like SLUH’s. The group
was founded in 2005 as part of St. Louis City’s plan to end
chronic homelessness.
Ehlman had previously attended the center as part of
the adult religious sharing group Just Faith.
“I had gone with them to the same retreat house and
I had done a little bit of work learning about homelessness
in St. Louis. So that kind of sparked the idea in my head,”
said Ehlman.
This retreat, said Ehlman, would be different from past
retreats not just in a change of venue but in its focus on “a
little more of the learning aspect” as opposed to the more
service-based retreats in the past.
“The whole idea is going to center around looking at
issues of homelessness and poverty, particularly in the St.

Louis area,” said Ehlman. This goal will be accomplished
by a broad selection of activities. These include a Saturday
“Homeless Walk” where a formerly homeless individual
will lead the students through the day in the life of one
of St. Louis City’s approximately 1035 homeless people
(according to the St. Louis Post-Dispatch), a Mass at St.
Cronan’s Catholic Church, and an opportunity to feed the
homeless Sunday night.
CSP coordinator Simonie Bieber emphasized that the
trip would have more of an urban immersion feel, like Urban
Challenge.
About 15 students will attend the Service Learning
Retreat. Most of these will be juniors and seniors, though
a few sophomores will also attend. Bieber, Ehlman, and
Campus Ministry staff member Brian Gilmore will also be
on trip.
Retreatant senior Phil Nahlik likes the fact that the
retreat helps him understand how he can live out the Gospel
message. “It’s more of a learning-based retreat than this-iswho-I-am type of retreat,” Nahlik said.
In the future, Ehlman intends to restrict the retreat to
juniors and seniors. The structure of the trip is still in an
experimental stage. After this retreat, Campus Ministry will
evaluate the trip and decide whether the number is effective
or if they would, as Ehlman said, “take ten retreatants and
go more often.”
Ehlman considers this education to be an important
part of the Community Service Project’s mission.
“We have been trying to do community service but
just as important, if not more important, is reflecting (on)
what does this mean, to reflect on it and try to understand
why people are poor and what are the causes of things like
homelessness and poverty,” Ehlman said.

One-on-one with basketball coach John Ross
(from 7)
sports because they know they’re qualified academically
to get so many scholarships. We get a lot of guys who are
good athletes, but that’s not the end-all-be-all. And that
goes back to the true idea of a student-athlete, and that’s
really good. But that also makes it difficult when you go
up against maybe some schools that basketball is their life.
NH: What has it been like coaching in the MCC, an
extremely tough conference?
JR: It’s incredibly competitive, and it’s never been my goal
to win the MCC—gosh, I’d love to do it—but my goal is
to win Districts. And while I’d love to win a conference
championship, my goal is to make it to State. We’ve been
to a couple of District finals, and now we just need to get
over the top. But there’s no doubt about it, the MCC is
tough. Good coaching and good players, it’s tough to get
wins, game in and game out, and we kind of showed that
this year going 0-8. But we easily could have won three or
four of those games. There was nobody that scared us—we
just ended up on the losing end in the end.
NH: Yeah talk about going 0-8—how did the team handle
that? How did you handle that?
JR: I think this goes back to the original point. These guys
are student-athletes, and yes, they have basketball but they
also have bigger fish to fry. They have homework, they have
tests coming up, so there’s no time to wallow over those
losses. I think if anything, they felt like they were able to
beat everyone in our conference—it just didn’t happen. I
don’t think there were any tears shed or anything because
they could have won some of those games. The ball just
didn’t roll our way.
NH: You’ve had to coach against some great players in
your time. Who do you think is the best player you’ve
ever coached against?
JR: Well (Chaminade’s) Brad Beal is obviously way up
there. As far as high school basketball players, he’s probably
the best I’ve ever seen. Alex Dragicievich from Glenbrook
North last year was right up there, being 6’7”, 6’8”, and
playing point guard. Honestly, I’m surprised he’s not playing more at Notre Dame right now. (Chaminade’s Brandon)
Lockhart was very good. Randall Falker from Gateway
Tech, who graduated recently from SIU-Carbondale, played
for a really good team and he was really dominating. But

I don’t think any of those guys really compares to Brad. I
don’t even think Beal even played that well against us …
I think to a certain extent we did a decent job on him. But
from what I’ve seen him do to other teams, he’s as good
as I’ve ever seen.
NH: What about coaching is most rewarding for you?
JR: The practices where you, just like as a teacher, anytime
you see any kind of improvement, be it students that are
starting to understand how to use the quadratic formula or a
player who’s beginning to learn how to use his footwork in
the post a little better. Then it works, and you see the look
on the face of the player that is improving, and that’s very
rewarding. Obviously you want to win games, and I think,
‘Gosh we were right there,’ and that’s also rewarding. And
also the relationships you build up. The guys I still stay in
touch with that graduated five or six years ago. It happens
as a teacher, but you have a different relationship with the
players on your team that never goes away.
NH: You’ve been in the new gym for two years now.
What has that been like?
JR: It’s unbelievable just seeing the way people react that
have never been there before. When my friends come, when
alumni come up and when I ask people ‘Have you seen the
new gym?’ and they say, ‘No, but I I heard about it and
can’t wait to see it.’ And then it lives up to expectations.
I’ve never heard anyone say it wasn’t what they expected.
That’s a pat on the back to the administration and the Danis
family. It’s neat that this is what everybody is portraying
it to be. (SLUH’s) a first class place, and everybody looks
at our building and facilities they say, ‘Man, they’re really
doing it right over there.’
NH: With all due respect to this year’s team, what do
you think the goal for next year’s team should be?
JR: It’s hard to set goals right now. I hope we play hard and
are as we competitive as can be. I think the makeup of the
team will be a little different. We’re obviously losing a lot
of height, but we have a lot of guys with a lot of experience
coming back next year. Hopefully there won’t be as much
of a learning curve as there was early on this year. I just
hope we play with the same type of passion that we like to
do every year.
One question was edited out of this article for length.

Basketball battles through rough 10-18 season
(from 7)
Austin Sottile and Charlie Nestor, at the end of the year and
those players could both play important roles on the team
next season.
This season, in what has been an unfortunate tradition
for the Jr. Bills, the shiny new seats of the Danis Field House
(most notably in the student section) went unfilled in many
games this year. However, the bleachers were packed when

the Jr. Bills took on Chaminade and its star Brad Beal, whom
Ross called the best high school player he had ever seen.
But in spite of the tough losses and empty seats, Hill
said he really enjoyed the year.
“It was a grand slam. I had a great time. Yeah, realistically we were 10-18, but with a couple made free throws
here or there, we’d have a couple extra wins,” said Hill.
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Schedule R

Today

AP
Sr. Class Mass
		
Snack—Garlic Cheese Bread
7pm
Mother-Son Trivia
Lunch Special—Bosco Pizza
		
Healthy—Multi-Grain Cheese Pizza

Saturday, March 5

Muny Kids
Service Learning Retreat
8pm
Inline Hockey vs. Fox

Sunday, March 6

12pm
MUNY Teens
5:15pm Father/Son Mass
6pm		
Father/Son Banquet

Monday, March 7

Schedule R

Tuesday, March 8

Late Start

STUCO Blood Drive
AP
Snack—Chicken Giggles
Lunch Special—Stuffed Crust Pizza
		
Healthy—Turkey Burger

Late Start
7:30am Faculty/Staff Mardi Gras Breakfast
Lunch Special—Chicken Strips
		
Healthy—Italian Chicken

Wednesday, March 9

Mass Schedule

Thursday, March 10

Schedule R

Friday, March 11

Schedule R

Ash Wednesday Mass (Formal Attire)
8am
Mothers Club Lenten Adoration
Lunch Special—Fish Sticks
		
Healthy—Baked Mostaciolli
AP

National Latin Exam
College Reps:
		
University of Alabama (M112)
		
United States Military Academy (M114)
		
Snack—Pizza Sticks
4pm		
Water Polo Blue/White
5:45pm Hockey Banquet
Lunch Special—Meatball Sandwich
		
Healthy—Chicken Parmesan

AP
2pm		
Lunch
		

Snack—Mozz Sticks
MUNY Adults
Special—Bosco Pizza
Healthy—Fish ’n Chips
compiled by

Nathan Rubbelke

iSLUH

iPhone App Arrives
Junior Luke Reichold, a student in the Intro
to iPhone Applications class, has finished a
SLUH iPhone app. The app features a school
calendar and links to the Prep News, Zimbra,
and other SLUH web sites. Search ‘iSLUH’ on
the App Store to download it for free.

Wrestling
(from 6)
season; though he held a 28-13 record going into Districts,
he was unable to qualify for the State tournament.
“Personally, I had an okay season. I improved a lot from
sophomore year, but I still ended up short of my goal which
was qualifying for State,” he said. “The low point of the year
for me was definitely Districts. That was what I prepared
for for the whole season. Nothing else really mattered up
until that tournament, and I lost some close matches.”
Danter and teammates will continue to work hard this
offseason, wrestling in two different offseason wrestling
programs, as well as strength and conditioning workouts
that have already begun.
“Next year I am hoping to qualify for State and be on the
medal stand down in Columbia,” Danter said. “As a team we
should qualify at least five guys for State and have as many
as we can on the medal stand. Most of our varsity lineup is
returning, so our guys just need to put in the work during
the offseason. Get in the weight room, wrestle offseason,
wrestle in tournaments, and go to some camps.”
The whole team has high hopes for next season, though,
not just the juniors.
“I want to go to State of course,” said Flotte “We have
a lot of good young guys that just need some experience, so
if we all put in the hard work this offseason, we can qualify
for State next year.”

